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BASIC
rrcustoms

BASIC series is our simplest pass-through system. There are only 4 or 5 bolt 
holes in the disc, made precisely to pass the dedicated bolts through. 
Centering collar ensures, that rim is fitted in the right position. 

ź availabe disc thickness from 12 up to 30mm
ź designed with innovative RRC Unlock system for easy dismantling
ź made from high-grade  PA6 aluminum alloy
ź produced using quality CNC machines
ź perfectly balanced 
ź laser-made logo and a product code

PERFORMANCE
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PERFORMANCE series is an advanced pass-through system. There are 2 or 3 
bolt spacing configurations on each disc. It makes a series more universal, 
matched to a different car models. More holes also reduces overall weight of 
spacers.

ź availabe disc thickness from 5 up to 30mm
ź designed with innovative RRC Unlock system for easy dismantling
ź made from high-grade  PA6 aluminum alloy
ź produced using quality CNC machines
ź perfectly balanced
ź laser-made logo and a product code
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PERFORMANCE+
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PERFORMANCE+ series is an ultra-light pass-through system. Its impact on 
the unsprung car weight is negligible. Suggested and dedicated for sport 
cars.

ź availabe disc thickness from 12 up to 30mm
ź designed with innovative RRC Unlock system for easy dismantling
ź made from high-grade  PA6 aluminum alloy
ź produced using quality CNC machines
ź perfectly balanced 
ź laser-made logo and a product code

ADAPTERS
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ADAPTERS series is system with fixing bolts. Special set of bolts connect 
adapter to a wheel hub, then OEM set fix wheel to the adapter. It allows 
spacers to be wighten, so they vary from 20mm up to 50mm. Available both 
types - with studs or with threaded sleeves. 

ź available disc thickness from 20 up to 50mm
ź designed with innovative RRC Unlock system for easy dismantling
ź made from high-grade  PA6 aluminum alloy
ź produced using quality CNC machines
ź perfectly balanced 
ź laser-made logo and a product code
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CUSTOM SPACERS
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CUSTOM series is solution for non-typical needs, not included in RRC regular catalogue.  
Our engineers and production line are ready for your  high requirements. We can design a bolt spacing 
modification, centering hole modification or completly non-typical spacers. 

Why you need RRC wheel spacers?
ź fit non-standard rim with different  ET to your car
ź fit non-standard centering hole or bolt spacing
ź eliminate a problem with breaks/suspension parts being too close to a rim
ź improve a stance of your car  
ź improve driveability by widening of the wheel track

PRODUCER:
RRCustoms
ul. Ściegiennego 274
25-116 Kielce

+48 512 208 708
kiwanek@rrcustoms.com
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Why choose the RRC wheel spacers?
ź precision - we use CAD, CAM, CAE systems for design and CNC machines for production
ź durability - discs are produced from roll of hard PA6 aluminum alloy
ź light weight - it is a result of using state of the art material and special designed blanks
ź best materials - discs are made of  high-grade PA6 aluminum alloy
ź dismantle system - unique RRC UNLOCK SYSTEM makes disassembling of spacers  easy
ź technical support - our engineers are ready to advice in most complicated issues
ź complete offer - we produce a spacers for every popular car brand and  we carry out non-standard 

orders 
ź highest quality - it is a result of advanced production process, high parameters of product and 

professional know-how
ź longlife warranty - it’s best confirmation of superb quality and durability of our wheel spacers and 

adapters 


